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People. Portrait. That’s my specialty. My strength is my open, easy way
to be; you will notice that it feels relaxed and comfortable in front of my
camera. My focus as a photographer is always to tell your story and my
style can be describe as lifestyle with an idealizing touch. My customers
are my source of inspiration, every portrait session is unique, every idea
is worth listening to and from it we create your photographs to tell the
story.
My primary goal is that together with you find the best solution based
on just yours unique wishes and conditions to create the final result I
want to deliver to you. In addition to photography, I work as a graphic
designer and you can expect beautiful, timeless photographs made for
generations to come.
I look forward to hear your story. Do not hesitate to contact me for any
kind of questions or concerns, and I’ll do my best to answer them.

PHOTOGRAPHS EXCITES ME. THAT IS WHY I DO WHAT I DO.

The love, the passion, the outcome for the future.

BOOKING
How it works

The session fee includes following:
The session fee is 1400 SEK for each session, following is included:
•

Preparation and support before, during and after the shoot

•

Photo session for 30-90 minutes in the studio or a outdoor place of your choice

•

Film, developing, scanning and editing

•

Editing and a web gallery (or a IPS) of about 30-50 images to choose from to find your favorites

•

Mileage within 20 km from Täby, Stockholm

Digital image files and products you then buy separately, so that you can get exactly what you
want. I have chosen suppliers who exclusively works with professional photographers to meet
my high standards regarding design and quality. My long experience as a graphic designer
specializing in print media makes me create powerful stories to your album, print boxes and
picture wall art in order to be enjoyed by generations.
I have my own print studio to ensure the quality and age of your fine art print up to A2 format
and to all boxes and accordion albums. This means that I control the entire chain, from planning, photography, through image processing to finished printing. Albums and frames I order
by external suppliers selected with great care, working exclusively with professional photographers who meet my high standards of design and quality, handmade products adapted to fit
into a stylish Scandinavian home.
My long experience as a graphic designer focusing on printed matter makes me create strong
stories for your albums to be enjoyed for generations. Albums, Prints and Boxes that you can
show up with pride, products made to lie and enjoy. Products that get great value for your
children as they grow up and eventually show their own children, your grandchildren, when
that time comes. All you have to do is decide which products you want, the rest I will solve.

IN PERSON SALE
Highest quality from
photography to product

The importance of how a picture appear
in its physical shape depends on how you develop and copy it and I am proud to offer you the
whole chain - from photography, through image
processing to finished product.
A couple of weeks after your photography, you
are welcome to a personal picture show, when
I’ve selected the best pictures from your session
and edited and put together for a slide show,
about 30-50 images. Let me offer you some fika
while then we go through the pictures one to
one to choose your favorite pictures, discuss editing and what kind of products you would like.
Set off an hour for this meeting and feel free to
bring your kids.
You don’t have to decide what to order on forehand, I’ll help and guide you while we look at
the pictures. However, it is good if you, before
our meeting, have thought about where in your
home you would like to place your frames (please measure the wall or the furniture).
When ordering physical products, the digital
file is also included in low resolution format in
a mobile app so that you can share with your
loved ones, for example, social media.

INVESTERINGAR
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE
to look back on your memories?
Among the best I know is photo albums, to be able to browse back and experience memories
of and again. My first album contains a dark blurred picture of a tall mass of pines. Yes and
a squirrel of course, somewhere among all the pines. I was nine years old and was excited to
get my movie reel from the adventure that a week in the mountains had offered our family.
The image might not make a success in my photo album from a stylistic perspective, but it sits
there and I remember my feeling, my luck that there was a small squirrel outside our window, my sneaky movement to not overcome it and my excitement about me had managed to
perpetuate it. Memories I probably would not have if I had not had the blurred photo in my
photo album. Once you have selected pictures to put on the walls at home, there are many
nice pictures left from the pictures that are worth saving. Then a photo album can be a good
option.
If you want enlargements, it may be good that even before the slide show, think about where
in the home they should sit and try to tape paper in that size to see how it feels. Think about
whether you want a frame that fits in or if you want the more strict, stylish option touch
plates.
All products are performing best, where you get the chance to know the material and different possibilities. Therefore, I have samples of all products that you will see underneath your
viewing.

gjorda att njuta av

Fine art

Digital

PRINTS
Fine art prints are something out of the ordinary! Your photos are
printed on high quality, high quality acid-free art paper, Hahnemühle
Photo Rag 308 grams - one of the market’s highest color ranges with
100% cotton and no optical whitening. Has an extra smooth surface that
gives the paper a very comfortable surface. With the highest possible
quality, your photos are highlighted and the feel is not comparable to
standard photo copies. The durability of these exposures is more than
70 years, the very best color photo paper holds 35-40 years under the
same conditions.
If you order the box collection, the pictures are delivered in a luxury
handmade box,hand-mounted on acid-free passepartout and with backing plate. Smooth to frame yourself and then give away a frame at the
appropriate time, by having more you can easily change over time. The
box will be a beautiful gift to any close relative.
Choose from a variety of colors on the cover, you’ll see physical samples
at all under the IPS.

FILES
Size

Price

Boxcollection (10 x A5) 2800 SEK
A5 (148 x 210 mm)

250 SEK

A4 (210 x 297 mm)

400 SEK

A3 (297 x 420 mm)

600 SEK

A2 (420 x 594 mm)

950 SEK

As a professional photographer, I warmly recommend everyone
to make products of their images, it’s easily happening that they
remain on the computer. When ordering physical products,
the digital fi le is also included in low resolution format in a
proprietary app, so you can share your love with, for example,
social media. I do not want to limit my customers, so of course
it’s also good to buy digital fi les only if you wish.
High-resolution digital fi les allow you to copy images in as
many copies as you like, they are customizable for print and
there are no restrictions on how large print you can order.
The high resolution fi les are about 6000px longest, 300 dpi,
suitable for all types of print. Delivery on USB memory or via
web link.

Amount

Price

1 file

1000 SEK

5 files

4500 SEK

All digital files
(30-50)

8500 SEK
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Exklusive leather album

Choose from a variety of colors on the cover, you’ll see
physical samples at all the colors during the IPS.
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COFFE TABLE BOOK
Exclusive massive hand-held leather album with lay fl at
technology, which means that the spreadss are completely flat. Extra thick pages of high quality photo paper and
genuine leather cover, where your name is characterized.
13 spreadsheets (26 pages) are included in the basic version, I usually make more speeches and you can choose
the ones you want to keep or if you want to expand your
album for a more comprehensive picture story.

s of

Size of album

Price

15 x 15 cm

5375 SEK

20 x 20 cm

7200 SEK

30 x 30 cm

9550 SEK

45 x 30 cm

10.500 SEK

Extra spread

200 SEK

Embossing on the front

400 SEK

Upgrade to real leather

700 SEK

Maximum of spreads

40 (80 pages)

Co p i
e

Exklusive linen album

FINE ART ALBUM
Exclusive linen album with fi ne art paper. Your photos are
printed on Hahnemühle Matt Fine Art Photo Rag Bright White,
a 310 gram thick paper and a cover of linen, where your name (or
any text) is printed.
13 spreadsheets (26 pages) are included in the basic version, I
usually make more speeches and you can choose the ones you
want to keep or if you want to expand your album for a more
comprehensive picture story.
Choose from a variety of colors on the cover, you’ll see physical
samples at all the colors during the IPS.
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Size of album

Price

20 x 20 cm

5950 SEK

25 x 25 cm

6900 SEK

30 x 30 cm

8200 SEK

Extra spread

200 SEK

Embossing on the
front
Maximum of spreads

400 SEK
30 (60 pages)

Co p i
e

Lay-lat album

13 spreadsheets (26 pages) are included in the basic version, I
usually make more speeches and you can choose the ones you
want to keep or if you want to expand your album for a more
comprehensive picture story.
Choose your own photo and text for the cover, you’ll see
physical samples at all the colors during the IPS.
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PHOTO BOOK
Affordable alternative to coffee table book or as a copy to
parents, bestman and ternor. Produced on Fuji paper with lay
flat technology which means that the spreads are completely
flat.

s of

Size of album

Price

19 x 19 cm

3550 SEK

28 x 28 cm

4700 SEK

42x 28 cm

6500 SEK

Extra spread

200 SEK

Maximum
of spreads

36 (72 pages)

Co p i
e

Beautiful linen cover but adapted for children’s hands

SAGAALBUM
Beautiful album with linen cover and thick pages, which, unlike
the fine art linen album, has more smooth pages, which are not
as sensitive to fingerprints. Perfect family family album that
wants a more luxurious performance than the photo book, an
album that keeps the entire family browsing. Matching box is
included.
13 spreadsheets (26 pages) are included in the basic version, I
usually make more speeches and you can choose the ones you
want to keep or if you want to expand your album for a more
comprehensive picture story.
Choose from a variety of colors on the cover, you’ll see physical
samples at all the colors during the IPS.
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Size of album

Price

20 x 20 cm

5150 SEK

Extra spread

200 SEK

Maximum of
spreads

25 (50 pages)

Fine art

Fine art

FOLDED ALBUM

LINEN COVER

Absolutely wonderful album! Alternative to traditional albums,
this folded album can be scrolled like a book, but it’s also possible
to “unfold” and put on a furniture or table list, for example.
The accordion album comes with 6 + 4 images that I print and
mount by hand, with acid-free tape to not affect the photographs.
The photos are printed on high quality, high-quality, acid-free art
paper, Hahnemühle Photo Rag 308 grams - one of the market’s
highest color ranges with 100% cotton and no optical brightener.
Has an extra smooth surface that gives the paper a very comfortable surface. With the highest possible quality, your photos
are highlighted and the feel is not comparable to standard photo
copies. Enclosed by white passepartouts of acid-free material.
Choose from the following different colors on the cover,
wrapped with white silk band.

Size of album

Price

16 x 16 cm

3350 SEK

22 x 22 cm

3850 SEK

The photographs are mounted in a beautiful handmade linen cover,
hand-mounted on acid-free passepartout. The cover becomes a beautiful alternative to the usual photo frame to have the front of the
team. The photos are printed on high quality, acid-free art paper,
Hahnemühle Photo Rag 308 grams - one of the market’s highest color ranges with 100% cotton and no optical brightener. Has an extra
smooth surface that gives the paper a very comfortable surface.
With the highest possible quality, your photos are highlighted and
the feel is not comparable to standard photo copies. The durability
of these exposures is more than 70 years, the best color photo paper
holds 35-40 years under the same conditions.
Choose from a variety of colors on the cover, you’ll see physical
samples at all the colors during the IPS.

Size of album

Price

24 x 15 cm

1690 SEK

The perfect gift

Laminated

MINI ALBUM

COLLAGE FRAME

Nice little mini album with a simple digital print with light linen
cover and white silk ribbon. 4 pictures on each page, the album
comes in three pack, so you can keep one and give away the other
two to your beloved ones.

Size of album

Price

10 x 10 cm (3-pack) 1150 SEK
16 x 16 cm (3-pack) 1850 SEK

Having diffi culty to choose a favorite? Do a collage! You get
home your portraits ready to give away or hang on the wall at
home. Your photos are printed and laminated on 2 mm cardboard and then frame into the frame you choose, samples of all
frames can be seen under the image view.
I recommend that all magnifications be laminated and mounted
on cardboard. This will allow the image to have a long life and
become insensitive to thumb pressure and air pollution. Laminated images can be mounted behind glass if desired, but glass is
not required when the laminate contains a UV protection. The
image appears nicer without glass in front, as you do not allow
refl ections in the glass from the surroundings and windows.

Stylish with great variety

WOODBREAK WITH LAMINATED PRINTS
Enjoy your photos everyday on the nightstand or on the desk table or
why not give it away as a gift? 1 wooden block and 5 print sizes 10 x 10
cm, including a print of a collage with 9 images if desired.
Your photos are printed on a high-quality photo paper with very fi ne
color reproduction with a matt surface for the best experience, then laminated. In this way, the images are resistant to fingerprints and daily
handling, they also resist UV light and coffee stains.

Size
10 x 10 cm

1250 SEK

Match your quality prints with quality frames that are completely
acid-free and where the image has been mounted with great accuracy and fi nesse. The range consists of exclusive ramp profi les
from mainly Italy and I have chosen models that fi t most of the
time and with regard to keeping in mind generations, ranging
from the styles to the frames in wood and with vintage feel.The
print comes complete ready-made, ready to be hung on the wall.

Size
50 x 50 cm

9 pictures
in a collage

5500 SEK

Laminated and framed

Stylish

WALL ARTS

GLASS FRAMES

Match your portrait with quality frames! You get home your
portraits ready to give away or hang on the wall at home. Your
photos are printed and laminated on 2 mm cardboard and then
frame into the frame you choose, samples of all frames can be
seen under the image view.
I recommend that all prints should be laminated and mounted on cardboard. This will allow the image to have a long life
and become insensitive to thumb pressure and air pollution.
Laminated images can be mounted behind glass if desired, but
glass is not required when the laminate contains a UV protection. The image appears nicer without glass in front, as you do
not allow refl ections in the glass from the surroundings and
windows.
Match your quality prints with quality frames that are completely acid-free and where the image has been mounted with
great accuracy and fi nesse. The range consists of exclusive
ramp profiles from mainly Italy and I have chosen models that
fit most of the time and with regard to keeping in mind generations, ranging from the styles to the frames in wood and with
vintage feel. The print comes complete ready-made, ready to
be hung on the wall.

Size

Price

20 x 20 cm

1793 SEK

20 x 30 cm

1985 SEK

30 x 30 cm

2360 SEK

30 x 40 cm

2880 SEK

40 x 40 cm

3550 SEK

40 x 50 cm

4200 SEK

50 x 50 cm

4300 SEK

50 x 70 cm

4500 SEK

60 x 90 cm

5100 SEK

70 x 100 cm

5900 SEK

80 x 120 cm

7100 SEK

90 x 120 cm

7600 SEK

100 x 140 cm 8900 SEK

Match your portrait with quality frames! You get home your
portraits ready to give away or hang on the wall at home.

Size

The photos are printed on high-quality, acid-free, high-quality,
high-quality paper, Hahnemühle Photo Rag 308 grams - one of
the market’s highest color ranges with 100% cotton and no optical
brightener. Has an extra smooth surface that gives the paper a very
comfortable surface. With the highest possible quality, your photos
are highlighted and the feel is not comparable to standard photo
copies. The durability of these exposures is more than 70 years, the
very best color photo paper holds 35-40 years under the same conditions. White exclusive wooden frames give a stylish impression
and they are as beautiful as separate.

30 x 30 cm

1100 SEK

50 x 50 cm

1800 SEK

The pictures are assembled with a wide white acid-free passepartout for the best appearance.

Please note that the boards are
delivered with passepartout, so
the actual image size is 20 x 20 cm
and 40 x 40 cm

Touch

FRAMES
Stylish alternative to canvas. Your photos are printed on a high quality photo paper with very fi ne
color reproduction with a matt surface for the best experience, then mounted on MDF disc and UV
laminated. No frame is visible from the front and the board is delivered ready for suspension. The
touchblocks can stand up and the smaller sizes are printed on both pages, especially nicely if you want
them in, for example, an open bookshelf. Choose whether you want the same image on both pages or
two different.
Available in a variety of sizes, it’s easy to combine together into nice collage and you can easily expand
your photo wall over time.

TOUCH FRAMES

TOUCH BLOCK

Size (16 mm MDF)

Price

Size (30 mm MDF)

Price

20 x 20 cm

1270 SEK

15 x 15 cm*

985 SEK

30 x 30 cm

1430 SEK

20 x 20 cm*

1270 SEK

40 x 40 cm

2000 SEK

20 x 25 cm*

1350 SEK

50 x 90 cm

5170 SEK

30 x 30 cm

1430 SEK

Modul A: 2 st. 30 x 30 cm samt 2 st 30 x 63 cm

7196 SEK

30 x 40 cm

1650 SEK

Modul B: 40 x 78 cm, 40 x 67 cm samt 3 st 25 x 25 cm

8813 SEK

40 x 40 cm

1850 SEK

Modul C: 30 x 63 cm samt 2 st 30 x 30 cm

4031 SEK

40 x 50 cm

2000 SEK

Modul D: 40 x 83 cm samt 4 st 20 x 20 cm

6450 SEK

40 x 60 cm

2190 SEK

Modul E: 30 x 63 cm samt 3 st 20 x 20 cm

4500 SEK

50 x 50 cm

2300 SEK

Modul F: 2 st 30 x 63 cm samt 5 st 30 x 30 cm

9200 SEK

60 x 60 cm

2600 SEK

Modul G: 2 st 30 x 63 samt 2 st 40 x 40 cm

6200 SEK

50 x 100 cm

3750 SEK

Round 20 x 20 cm

1600 SEK

*Printas på båda pagesna

Round 32 x 32 cm

1950 SEK

Round 40 x 40 cm

2450 SEK

Round 51 x 51 cm

3300 SEK

Modul A

Modul C

Modul B

Round
Offered
in four
different sizes

Modul D

Modul E

Modul F

Modul G
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